Recovery of preservation-injured primary human hepatocytes and nonparenchymal cells to tissuelike structures in large-scale bioreactors for liver support: an initial transmission electron microscopy study.
This study investigated large-scale regeneration and tissue reorganization of adult human liver cells from preservation injured transplant organs. The use of basement membrane protein gels and growth factor enriched culture medium in standard culture flasks promotes liver tissue formation in isolated rat and pig hepatocytes, resulting in prolongation of phenotypic stability and metabolic competence of primary cells in vitro. A special bioreactor construction for high-density three-dimensional cell recovery was developed and isolation of cells from discarded human donor livers was enabled. In vitro regeneration of adult human liver cells isolated from preservation-injured organs took place over a period of 2 weeks in a purpose-built bioreactor. Basement membrane protein and growth factors were avoided. Reorganization of tissue structures was studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). This showed regeneration and tissue reorganization of adult human cells from preservation-injured organs by coculture with nonparenchymal cells in the bioreactor. The majority of the aggregated hepatocytes in the bioreactors showed morphological similarities to those in vivo (although not re-formed to hepatocyte plates), exhibiting cell-cell junctions and reconstituted bile canaliculi-like spaces between neighboring hepatocytes. Perfusion channels appeared regularly between cell aggregates. The arrangement of nonparenchymal cells between the hepatocyte aggregates exhibited similarities to liver sinusoids. Endothelial cells often covered the aggregates and formed a borderline to the perfusion channels between the capillaries. Similar to the space of Disse, further nonparenchymal cells were located between the endothelial cells and the parenchymal aggregates. Deposits of biomatrix fibers occurred spontaneously. The regenerated cell mass was close to that of a single liver lobe. In conclusion, the further optimization of bioreactors that enable cell recovery from preservation injury may lead to the utilization of cells from discarded whole or split transplants for extracorporeal temporary liver support therapy or hepatocyte transplantation.